CAMPUS CORE COMMUNITY A: Academics/Administration/Advanced Technology
are located in Upper Campus and is in the Riparian Woodlands landscape zone and part of the CORE CAMPUS ZONE. This core campus community is comprised of seven existing buildings - Liberal Arts (building 30), Science (31), the Planetarium, Library (41), Academic Commons (42) buildings, the Counseling & Administration (55) and the Advanced Technology building currently under construction. It will also have six new buildings - Science2, Humanities/Social Sciences 1 & 2, Liberal Arts, Business and a new two story Administration building which will facilitate Administration and Finance. Building 55 will be modernized to facilitate Executive offices, conference rooms and gallery. The Counseling department will occupy the new “One Stop Shop” building. The Liberal Arts and Humanities/Social Sciences 1 & 2 are two story buildings. Science 2 and Business buildings are one story buildings. The existing Liberal Arts building (30) will be modernized to facilitate the Math Department. This creates an adjacency with the Science department and together shares a courtyard. Humanities/Social Sciences 1 & 2, Liberal Arts, Science & Business buildings are located along “Rams Walk” which is a long, formal, tree lined pedestrian walkway. The buildings are then organized to create their own courtyard called “Academic Plaza”. Power, heating and cooling to these buildings are supplied by the newly expanded central plant (40).